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Suddenly!  Rousing, then falling back; l'estesso tempo

With a restless kind of flexible push and pull

Suddenly!  Rousing, then falling back; l'estesso tempo

Through ___ eve -
The sun sprints across our upturned faces, we yawn,  

and stretch, While we rouse and smile,  

and stretch, While we rouse and stretch,  

and stretch, We rouse and smile, while we rouse and stretch.
smile, settling back into our mantled beds as a

smile, settling back into our mantled beds as a

smile, smile; mmm...

smile, smile; mmm...

thousand millennia of mankind will pass you

thousand millennia of mankind will pass you

mmm... Will pass you

mmm... Will pass you
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55

\textit{Tempo I - settling.....}

59

\textit{Tempo I - settling.....}

\textit{Take heed; O}
man take heed; for our time is not, is

man take heed; for our time is not, is

man take heed; for our time is not, is

man take heed; for our time is not, is

not your time (mmm...) n.

not your time (mmm...) n.

not your time (mmm...) n.

not your time (mmm...) n.
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